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Introduction – An evolving mandate: Achieving Digital Sustainability

�As usual:  An agile regulator to regulate innovative sectors

� Data driven regulation

�What is new: an evolving mandate

� New sector: previously, distribution of the press

� New objective: digital sustainability

�How do we achieve our ambition to make environmental sustainability a new 

chapter of our regulation?

1. The agile process for a new mandate: how it began 

2. Outcomes: How can regulators affect environmental outcomes? 

3. Why do we need independent regulators ?
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1. The agile process for a new mandate: how it began 
� Lacking legal mandates to intervene?

� Before legal mandate, pragmatic, bottom up approach, staff and board

� Internal culture: young staff, highly skilled, digital culture 

� New legal powers in 2021 for data collection

� Step-by-step : workstreams structuring Arcep’s approach since 2019

� October 2019 : Preliminary works on the carbon footprint of communication networks.

� June – December 2020 : a collaborative platform « Achieving Digital Sustainability » is launched to 
discuss with relevant stakeholders � Publication of a report « Achieving Digital Sustainability » with
11 proposals around 3 strands to reduce the environnemental footprint of ICT : 

- STRAND 1 : Strenghten public decision makers’ capacity to steer digital technology’s
environmental footprint

- STRAND 2 : Incorporate environmental issues into Arcep’s regulatory actions

- STRAND 3 : Increase incentives for economic stakeholders, private and public actors and 
consumers

� A collaborative, open and inclusive approach
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2. How can regulators affect environmental outcomes? 

� Arcep’s regulation can have a strong impact on how telecom operators’
outcomes.

� Direct actions: monitoring regulated entities’ compliance with environmental 

standards, eco-design norms

� Indirect: incentivize investment in green technologies, for instance copper vs fiber, 

or mobile vs fixed

� Transparency and information

� Arcep collects data that can orient consumer’s choices and public policies

� Neutral expert to raise awareness among stakeholders through technical analyses, 

data collection and sharing (data driven regulation)

� Soft regulation and eco-system, Arcep is the place of the “common good”,
helps consensus emerge
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2. How can regulators affect environmental outcomes? 
� Build on relative advantages: A agile approach focused on expertise

� Quantitative analysis, technical knowledge, cost analysis, data analysis, cartographies 

� Measuring the environmental impact of the digital sector is crucial to identify action levers: we 

need measures and measuring digital footprints is complex

� Lack of previous consensus on methodology, measures, perimeter

� Complexity of a regulator’s tasks : multitasking issue, how to balance multiple

objectives.

� For instance how to respect technological neutrality and environmental sustaibability?

� Network sharing and infrastructure competition

� Network coverage and consumption sobriety

� Trade off: positive and negative effects of digital technologies?

� Positive impacts of telecommunication and digital technologies

� Take into account rebound effects

� Do our part
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Report on the environnemental impact of ICT in France

� Assessment of the environmental impact of the digital sector in
France generated by one year of consumption of digital goods and
services through a life cycle analysis (LCA) which is :

� multi-criteria to assess other environmental impacts than the carbon

footprint (12 indicators in total),

� multi-component to break down the environmental impact of digital
technology into three components (devices, networks and datacenters),

� multi-stage to integrate the impacts generated during all stages of the
life cycle of each of these three components (manufacturing,
distribution, use, end of life).

� Of the twelve indicators studied, the study highlights four main
indicators:

� energy-related: carbon footprint, ionising radiation and depletion of
abiotic fossil resources (about 64% of the impact);

� depletion of natural abiotic resources (minerals & metals) (about 27%
of the impact).
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Carbon footprint breakdown of the 

digital ecosystem

Carbon footprint of the French digital ecosystem: 

17 Mt CO2 eq. or 2.5 % of the national carbon 

footprint
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Carbon footprint of the French digital ecosystem: 17 Mt CO2 
eq. or 2.5 % of the national carbon footprint

� The manufacturing phase of goods
(devices, servers, box,…) represents 78 %
of this carbon footprint.

�Use phase is the second source of carbon
footprint in the life cycle (21 %).

This assessment is a step of a longer-
term work:

� sharpen and diffuse an operationnal and
reviewed methdology;

� open access to a wider and extensive collection
of data.
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Annual survey « Achieving Digital Sustainability »

First environmental data collections from the main telecommunication operators in 2020 and 2021

April 2022 : 1st edition of the annual survey « Achieving Digital 
Sustainability » and publication of 3 categories of indicators:

� Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions = 362,000 tons in 2020.

� Network energy consumption :

� The 4 main operators consumed 3,803 GWh in 2020.

� Mobile networks consume twice more energy than fixed networks.

� A fiber line consumes 4 times less kWh than a copper line.

� Mobile phones : Sales, collection, recycling, reconditioning.

� Only 13 % among the 21.4 million mobile phones sold in France in 2020 are 
refurbished.

� On the 8.1 million mobile phones sold by telecomunication operators, only
2 % are refurbished.
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3. Why independent regulators are needed ? 

� Support trust in impartial decision

� A collaborative approach 

� Dialogue with public and private stakeholders

� Neutral expert to inform debate and public action

� But risk of multitasking

� Should we keep the political tradeoffs to politicans? 

� Is environmental sustainability about political trade-off?

� Collaborate with other agencies

� National level: ARCOM/ADEME

� International: BEREC
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To conclude: Need for agile regulator

� A new mandate

� First a pragmatic workstream approach

� Legal mandate

� Build on relative advantages

� Rely on expertise

� importance of Human ressources

� Neutral expert

� A collaborative approach

� Complexity, Multitasking, Do our part
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Thank you for 

your attention


